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Surface Reformed Thick Spin-on-glass for Planar Interconnection

S. fto, Y. Homma, E. Sasakir, S. Uchimurarr and H. Morishimaf*
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*Hitachi VLSI Engineering Corp. , Tokyo 1g?, Japan
rsHitachi Chemical Co. , Ltd. , Ibaraki gL7, Japan

A simple, but excell-ent planarization technology has been
developed utilizing a newly developed Spin-on-GIass (SOG) technique.
It has been applied to fabrication of 0.8pn-1eve1 two-level
interconnectj-ons. The S0C materi-a1, HSG2200 (by Hitachi Chemj_caI Co. )
is a kind of polyalkyl-siloxane which shows excellent planarization
and crack free characteristics up to s00t in Nr. A novel technique
for reforming the HSC (HSG2200) film surface has al-so been developed
to suPpress crack generation in the film by the 0r plasma-resist
ashing process.

The advantages of this technology over conventiona] s-SOG
(silanol type SOG) are as folLows.
1. Stress in the HSG film is less than L/LO that in the s-SoG(Fig. 1_)

film baked at the temperature below ?00T, enabling a thicker film to
be reali-zed by HSG (0. 6pm) than by s-SOG (0.Zpm).
2. A 3 layered interlevel dielectrj-c using HSG, CVD-Si0/HSG/CVD-SiO
(0.2/0.6/0.2 pm), provj-des a far better planarizing effect than by a
conventional CVD-SiO/s-SOG/CVD-SiO (A.2/O.2/0.2 pn) structure
(Fig. 2, 3) .

However, the HSG fiLm had the dj-sadvantage that many cracks were
in it by a resist ashing process. This is inferred to be due to rapid
shrinkage of the film caused by oxidation by the 0r plasna. Fig.4
shows the infrared absorption intensity of the -cH, band of the 0. 6
pm-thick siloxane films baked at 200t for 30 min. , 8s a function of
exposure time to 0r plasma (7 Torr, 300[il, 13.56MH2 in a barrel type
reactor; asher) .

Various film surface pretreatnents were investigated to improve the
siloxane film resistance to the 0r plasma. 0s RIE (Reactive Ion
Etching) pretreatment was found to be an effective method. A very
thin, gas-tight Si0r -like trayer, formed by 0r RIE pretreatment,
prevented oxygen plasma from reachj-ng the inher siloxane layer under
the reformed surface. Fig. 5 shows the infrared absorption intensity
of the -CHu band of the 0. 6 pn-thick zO0t-baked siloxane films
measured iust after each of a series of treatments. It is clearly
seen from this figure that reduction of -CH, band intensity during 0s
plasma treatment i.s drasticalry reduced by the 0r RIE pretreatment as
compared with the result without pretreatment shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig.2 Planarization capability of
3 layered-interlevel dielectrics
over 0.7 pm step height.

Fig.3 Cross section of
2 l-evel_ interconnection
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Fig. I Stress in SOG films neasured

at elevated temperature.
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band absorption of HSG film
Si-0 band absorption vs.
0r plasma. x indicates
cracks.
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Fig. 5 tvlethyl band absorption of IISG fi.lm
normal.ized by Si-0 band absorpLion measured
af ter a series of treatments. x indi.ca L,es

generati.on of cracks.
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